ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER
CATALOGUE
YOUR POOL CARE IN THE BEST HANDS.

Quick and complete pool clean
For all types of pool shapes and surfaces
For all types of debris

Mechanical
Swivel System

Your pool is technology
Aquasmart
Aquasmart is a patented intelligent algorithm by
Astralpool which instructs the robot what to do. It is
the brain of the AstralPool robotic cleaners and maps
the pool surface to decide where to clean next.

Powered by

GYRO Technology
Gyro is a smart navigation system. It can sense all the
movements in 3 dimensions by using a 3 axis sensor
and is equipped with an accelerometer that informs if
the robotic cleaner is moving. This guarantees pools are
thoroughly cleaned during each cycle by avoiding all
types of obstacles, even avoiding the power cable from
getting tangled.

Mechanical Swivel System
The Mechanical Swivel System prevents the power cable
from becoming tangled & allows the cleaner to traverse
your pool freely without problems.

Dual Motors
Powerful dual motors improve power and turning radius.

The cleanest pool
with minimum effort
Equipped with the latest technology designed by AstralPool, these
robotic cleaners are perfect for all types of pool shapes, sizes and surfaces.
AstralPool robotic cleaners make pool cleaning easier and efficient.

It cleans 4 times better
Thanks to the new 3D filter bag, it cleans
4 times better than other filters. The New
filter bag fabric has loops that trap even the
smallest microparticles.

For all types of debris
Easy-to-adjust nozzle for any condition.
Retracting the nozzle picks up light particles
with ease, while having the nozzle released
allows the pickup of heavier particles.

For all types of pool
The PVA wheels ensure that your cleaner
adapts perfectly to any surface, whether
tiling, a liner, polyester or painted
concrete. They ensure maximum grip to
walls and all type of slopes.
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Nozzle retracted.
For light particles.

_

Nozzle released.
For heavy particles.

Which is the right cleaner for you?
Compare and choose the best cleaner for your pool

FEATURES

RF

RPB

RPT

2 Years

2 Years

2 Years

RPT Plus

Filter

Technology

Design

Pool Coverage

Warranty

2 Years

RF & RPB ROBOTIC CLEANER
Robotic pool cleaners with bottom access
to deliver high quality filtration with a large
debris storage capacity.
Three-dimensional
Filters

Conversion cartridge
for filter bag models

They come with a new ultrafine 3D
filter as a standard feature.

Option of a filter cartridge so that
there is no need to come into
contact with debris.

PVA wheels

Mechanical swivel

The best quality brushes for
unbeatable grip on any surface.

Extra safety system that prevents
the cable from getting tangled.

Bottom Access Bag Filter

RF FEATURES
TECHNOLOGY

POOL COVERAGE

FILTERS

Gyro

Floor

Filter

Mechanical swivel

Water line

Filter option

Recommended
Pools:

100m2

Bag filter

PROGRAMMING

OTHER

External programmer

Length of cable

Cleaning cycle (hrs)
Power Supply

18 m

2hr
SPS Basic

RPB FEATURES
TECHNOLOGY

POOL COVERAGE

FILTERS

PROGRAMMING

OTHER

Gyro

Floor

3D Microfabric filter

External programmer

Length of cable

Two traction motors

Walls

Easy open

Cleaning cycle (hrs)

Mechanical swivel

Water line

Filter option

Power Supply

Recommended
Pools

100m2

2hr
SPS Basic

16 m

RPT & RPT PLUS ROBOTIC CLEANER
Leading robotic pool cleaners with top access
for effortless cleaning.
Three-dimensional Filters

Extra Powerful Brush

They come with a new ultrafine 3D
filter as a standard feature.

The extra powerful brush even
cleans the joints between the pool
shell’s tiles.

Mechanical Swivel
Mechanical swivel system prevents the
power cable from becoming tangled
and allows the cleaner to freely traverse
your pool without problems.

PVA Wheels
The best quality brushes for
unbeatable grip on any surface.

Top Access Basket
Most ergonomic top access filters on
the market, that you will be able to
clean them easily without coming
into contact with debris.

Designed with you and
the environment in mind

Green Friendly

Time for you

You will be more
environmentally
friendly as you will
reduce your water
consumption.

You will spend
less time on pool
maintenance.

RPT FEATURES
TECHNOLOGY

POOL COVERAGE

FILTERS

PROGRAMMING

OTHER

Gyro

Floor

3D Microfabric filter

External programmer

Length of cable

Two traction motors

Walls

Easy open

Cleaning cycle (hrs)

Mechanical swivel

Water line

Filter option

Power Supply

Recommended
Pools

2hr

18 m

Vibrating brush

SPS Basic

100m2

RPT PLUS FEATURES
TECHNOLOGY

POOL COVERAGE

FILTERS

PROGRAMMING

OTHER

Gyro

Floor

3D Microfabric filter

External programmer

Length of cable

Remote control

Walls

LED indicator (filter full)

Built-in programmer

Caddy

Two traction motors

Water line

Easy view

Pool size selector

Vibrating brush

Easy open

Cleaning cycle (hrs)

Filter option

Power Supply

Recommended
Pools

100m2

1, 1.5 & 2h
SPS 400

18m

Available at your nearest AstralPool Stockist :

@astralpoolaustralia
@astralpoolaustralia
thecoolpool.com.au

